The zig-zag process is a piecewise deterministic Markov process in position and velocity space. The process can be designed to have an arbitrary Gibbs type marginal probability density for its position coordinate, which makes it suitable for Monte Carlo simulation of continuous probability distributions. An important question in assessing the efficiency of this method is how fast the empirical measure converges to the stationary distribution of the process. In this paper we provide a partial answer to this question by characterizing the large deviations of the empirical measure from the stationary distribution. Based on the Feng-Kurtz approach, we develop an abstract framework aimed at encompassing piecewise deterministic Markov processes in position-velocity space. We derive explicit conditions for the zig-zag process to allow the Donsker-Varadhan variational formulation of the rate function, both for a compact setting (the torus) and one-dimensional Euclidean space. Finally we derive an explicit expression for the Donsker-Varadhan functional for the case of a compact state space and use this form of the rate function to address a key question concerning the optimal choice of the switching rate of the zig-zag process.
Introduction
The problem of sampling from a given high-dimensional probability distribution arises in a wide range of applications, for example chemistry, physics, statistics and engineering. Specifically, consider the task of sampling from a distribution π with density with respect to Lebesgue measure given by π(y) ∝ exp{−U (y)}, y ∈ E, for some potential function U : E → R and state space E. The most common approach is to use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, which are now essential tools in areas such as computational statistics, molecular dynamics and machine learning, see e.g. [RC04, AG07, AdFDJ03] and references therein.
The idea behind MCMC is to construct a Markov process Y t with π as the invariant measure and use the corresponding empirical measure to obtain approximations. For example, under ergodicity, for any observable f ∈ L 1 (π) and t > 0 large, 1 t t 0 f (Y s )ds can be used to approximate the expected value E f (y)π(dy). Although many standard MCMC constructions, such as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [MRR + 53], can be used to sample from essentially any target distribution π, most suffer from slow convergence to the invariant distribution or heavy computational costs per iteration. Designing new, efficient dynamics has therefore become an important research direction within applied probability.
Over the last decade piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs) [Dav84] have emerged as a new tool for the numerical simulation of probability distributions, potentially mitigating both problems. The two main examples of such processes are the Bouncy Particle Sampler and the Zig-Zag Sampler [BCVD17, BFR19] , after similar ideas appeared first in [PD12] and [Mon16] . The idea of using PDMPs extends the ubiquitous discrete time MCMC methodology towards a new continuous time approach, having several advantageous aspects. First, by construction PDMPs are non-reversible Markov processes, which typically results in a smaller asymptotic variance as compared to reversible methods (see e.g. [AL19] for a recent study). Furthermore, computation of PDMP trajectories on a computer may be carried out using a subsampling technique, reducing the computational effort required in each iteration; we refer to e.g. [BFR19, FBPR18] for details of the computational aspects.
In order to employ this new PDMP methodology a solid understanding of mathematical properties of these methods is necessary. Whereas the theoretical properties of PDMPs have been an active research area in recent years, our understanding of the performance of the corresponding MCMC methods is still incomplete. In particular knowledge of the speed of convergence of time averages is essential in choosing the most suitable sampling technology for a particular problem and in tuning the parameters of the chosen method. In the spirit of recent work on empirical measure large deviations in the MCMC context [DLPD12, RBS15] , we propose the use of large deviation results for studying and comparing the performance of PDMPs.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A semigroup approach to establish the large deviations principle for the empirical measures of a class of Markov processes satisfying assumptions aimed at position-velocity PDMPs. • The large deviations principle for empirical measures of the zig-zag process in both a compact and non-compact setting. • Derivation of an explicit form of the rate function associated with the zig-zag process. • Evaluation of the zig-zag rate function as a function of the additional switching rate γ, providing an answer to a key question about the switching rate.
The study of large deviations for empirical measures dates back to the work by Donsker and Varadhan [DV75a, DV75b, DV76b] . In the simulation context it is well-known that for rare-event simulation, sample-path large deviations play an important rôle in evaluating and designing efficient algorithms ; see [AG07, Buc04, BD19] and references therein. In contrast, empirical measure large deviations are much less explored as a tool for analysing Monte Carlo methods. Standard measures for analysing the efficiency of methods based on ergodic Markov processes include the spectral gap of the associated semigroup and the asymptotic variance for given observables, see for example [Ros03, BR08, DHN00, FHPS10, FdSHS93, HHMS05, MT96, RR04] . However these measures are not necessarily appropriate for studying the rate of convergence, as they only link indirectly to the empirical measure, the quantity of interest in Monte Carlo methods. Empirical measure large deviations on the other hand connect explicitly to the relevant properties, such as the transient behaviour of the underlying process. In a similar spirit, [BRB19] recently used concentration inequalities to obtain non-asymptotic performance guarantees for PDMPs.
To the best of our knowledge, the first results using empirical measure large deviations for analysing MCMC methods were [PDD + 11, DLPD12] . Therein empirical measure large deviations, specifically the associated rate function, was proposed as a tool for analysing parallel tempering, one of the computational workhorses of the physical sciences, leading to a new type of simulation method (infinite swapping). In the subsequent work [DDN18] empirical measure large deviations were again used, combined with associated stochastic control problems, to analyse the convergence properties of these algorithms. Similarly, in [RBS15] Rey-Bellet and Spiliopoulos use empirical measure large deviations to analyse the performance of certain non-reversible MCMC samplers.
The work by Donsker and Varadhan is the starting point for many results and application of empirical measure large deviations and their work has been extended in numerous directions, see e.g. [Dem94, FK06, BD19] for an overview and further references. However, naively applying the existing theory to PDMPs does not work since the transition probabilities are not sufficiently regular: for every t > 0 there is a positive probability that the process has not switched by time t, resulting in an atomic component of the Markov transition kernel. As a first step towards using empirical measure large deviations for analysing the performance of PDMPs we must therefore establish the relevant large deviations principles.
The focus of this paper is to establish general large deviation results aimed at PDMPs and then specialize to the zig-zag process. In the process of proving the necessary large deviation results we consider a general class of Markov processes that can have position-velocity PDMPs, such as the bouncy particle and the zigzag samplers, as special cases. In particular, this class includes processes that are not of diffusion type and non-reversible processes. When specialising to the zig-zag process, we derive an explicit form of the rate function, going beyond the variational form typical for results of Donsker-Varadhan-type. To the best of our knowledge this is the first instance where an explicit form of the rate function has been obtained for non-reversible processes that do not have a drift-diffusion character.
A key question for using the zig-zag process for MCMC is whether or not it is advantageous for convergence to use the minimal (canonical) switching rates, or if one should allow for additional switches according to a fixed refreshment rate γ > 0. Our analysis of the rate function associated with the zig-zag process allows us to give a partial answer to this question: in Section 3.3 we establish that the rate function is decreasing as a function of the additional rate γ, establishing that from a large deviations perspective it is optimal to use the smallest possible rates, i.e. set γ = 0. This goes in the opposite direction of the conclusion drawn from a spectral analysis (see [BV19, Section 7.3]), which shows at least a small benefit of increasing gamma beyond zero. This highlights the different nature of convergence of empirical averages (by studying large deviations or asymptotic variance, see e.g. [AL19, BD17] ) and convergence to equilibrium, using e.g. the spectral gap to describe rate of convergence; see [Ros03] for more on this phenomenon. Our conclusion is in line with the earlier observation that having more non-reversibility increases the rate function [RBS15] : one can view increasing γ as decreasing the extent of non-reversibility inherent to the process.
Evaluation of the large deviation rate function for empirical measures, beyond the variational form given by Donsker and Varadhan, is typically a challenging task. For the diffusion setting, including both reversible and non-reversible processes, see [DL18] and the references therein. In [DL15] the authors consider reversible jump Markov processes and use stochatic control and weak convergence arguments to derive an explicit form of the rate function. Lastly, in the MCMC context, [RBS15] consider diffusion processes on a compact manifold where the drift can be decomposed into sufficiently smooth reversible and nonreversible parts. The rate function can then be expressed in terms of the rate function of a related reversible diffusion and the solution of an elliptic PDE associated with the non-reversible component of the drift.
The proofs of the large deviation results in this paper are based on the general Hamilton-Jacobi approach to empirical measures developed by Feng and Kurtz in [FK06, Chapter 12] . We describe this approach, in the context of this paper, in more detail in Section 4.1.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give the necessary preliminaries: notation and relevant definitions, background on the zig-zag process and empirical measure large deviations. In particular we recall well-known large deviation results for empirical measures by Donsker and Varadhan. The main results are then presented in Section 3. The section is split into the main assumptions and general large deviation statements (Section 3.1), large deviation results for the zig-zag process (Section 3.2) and an explicit expression of the rate function associated with the zig-zag process (Section 3.3). All proofs are deferred to Section 4.
Preliminaries

Notation and definitions
Throughout the paper, E will denote a complete separable metric space and B(E) the relevant σ-algebra on E; unless otherwise stated this is taken to be the Borel σ-algebra. C(E) and C b (E) are the spaces of functions f : E → R that are continuous and bounded continuous, respectively. The space of continuous and right-continuous functions from [0, ∞) to E is denoted by C E [0, ∞) and D E [0, ∞), respectively. A sequence of functions {f n } n on E converges boundedly and uniformly on compacts to a function f if and only if sup n f n < ∞ and for each compact K ⊆ E,
This is denoted as f = buc − lim n→∞ f n .
For a Markov process Y = {Y t : t ≥ 0}, we denote by S = {S(t) : t ≥ 0} the associated Markov semigroup. A semigroup S(t) acting on C(E) is Feller continuous if, for any t, S(t) :
For an operator L, D(L) denotes the domain of L. For functions in D(L), D + (L) denotes those that are strictly positive and D ++ (L) those that are positive and uniformly bounded from below by a positive constant. For a given L we use B to denote the extended generator associated with L.
We use P(E) to denote the space of probability measures on E, and P c (E) is the subset of probability measures with compact support. Throughout the paper we equip P(E) with the topology of weak convergence:
A special case that will be considered several times is P(D E [0, ∞)), which is also equipped with the weak topology. For a process {Y (t), t ≥ 0} taking values in E and y ∈ E, we denote by P y ∈ P(D E [0, ∞)) the distribution of the process Y (t)| t≥0 starting at y ∈ E.
The set of positive Borel measures on E is denoted by M(E) and the set of finite Borel measures on E are denoted by M f (E) ⊂ M(E). We let L(E) denote the following subset of M(E × [0, ∞)):
The set L(E) is endowed with the topology of weak convergence on bounded time intervals:
for probability measures µ t ∈ P(E). That is , for every ρ ∈ L(E), there exists a measurable path s → µ s ∈ P(E) such that
For two real-valued functions f and g, f ∼ g as x → x 0 means that they are asymptotically equivalent in the limit x → x 0 :
→ 1, as x → x 0 .
Large deviations for empirical measures
Consider a Markov process Y = {Y t : t ≥ 0} taking values in a complete separable metric space E, with associated generator L :
The empirical measure η t associated with Y t is the stochastic process with values in P(E) defined by
Empirical measures play an important rôle in, for example, the settings of MCMC methods and steady-state simulations, via the pairing of measures and observables: For a probability measure µ ∈ P(E) and a function V
for the pairing of measures and observables. For the empirical measure η t , this pairing corresponds to time averages,
If there is an invariant measure π ∈ P(E) associated with the generator L, ergodicity of the process Y t will ensure the convergence η t → π as t → ∞, w.p. 1 in P(E), from which it follows that for any
Thus, time averages such as (1) are precisely what is used to form approximations in Monte Carlo methods and there is a direct link between the performance of such simulation methods and the properties of the empirical measure. The theory of large deviations for empirical measures is concerned with deviations of η t from π as t grows large. The gist of the so-called large deviations principle is that for any ρ ∈ P(E), for large t
where the function I : P(E) → [0, ∞] is the rate function associated with the process. The formal definition underlying all of large deviation theory, making the previous display rigorous, is as follows: The sequence {η t } t≥0 satisfies a large deviations principle (LDP) with speed t and rate function I, if I is lower semicontinuous, has compact sublevel-sets and for any measurable set A ⊆ P(E),
where A • andĀ is the interior and closure of the set A.
Under relatively mild conditions on the dynamics of the process Y the rate function will be strictly convex and satisfy I(µ) = 0 if and only if µ = π. Thus, the rate function characterises the exponential rate of decay of probabilities of sets not including the invariant distribution π. Moreover the rate function can be used to characterise how events may occur -for sets A that do not include π, the minimisers of I over A represent the behaviour η t is most likely to exhibit if A occurs.
For empirical measures of Markov processes, the rate function associated with an LDP can often be expressed using a variational form, obtained by Donsker & Varadhan [DV75a] , involving the generator L of the underlying process. For the compact setting, they proved the following result in [DV75a] .
. Take E to be a compact, complete separable metric space. Let S(t) be a Markov semigroup acting on C(E) equipped with the supremum norm, L is the generator associated to S. Assume the following:
(DV.1) The semigroup is Feller continuous and strongly continuous. (DV.2) There exists a probability measure λ ∈ P(E) such that for each t > 0 and
x ∈ E, the transition probabilities P (t, x, dy) are absolutely continuous with respect to λ, that is
Then the associated sequence {η t } t>0 satisfies a large deviation principle in P(E), with rate function I : P(E) → [0, ∞] given by
The theorem applies in particular to drift-diffusions taking values in a compact space. Roughly speaking, for such processes, with reasonable coefficients, the Feller-continuity is satisfied and the diffusive part ensures absolute continuity with respect to a volume measure dx. In [RBS15] Rey-Bellet and Spiliopoulos use this result to study performance of specific non-reversible MCMC methods based on drift-diffusions; their Assumption (H) allows for an application of Theorem 2.1.
Condition (DV.2) is a reasonable transitivity assumption for processes that involve a diffusive term. However, this condition excludes many interesting examples, such as continuous-time jump processes, see e.g. [DL15] . The issues highlighted therein are present also for the zig-zag process on R × {±1}: in a sense, the absence of a diffusive operator excludes the possibility of finding a suitable reference measure.
If the process Y t is reversible with respect to the reference measure, that is p(t, x, y) = p(t, y, x), then the rate function takes a more explicit form, see e.g. Theorem 5 in [DV75a] . However, our interests are explicitly in non-reversible processes, such as the zig-zag process, and therefore such representations are not available.
In conclusion, while Theorem 2.1 can be a starting point for many driftdiffusion processes, it is not a sufficient tool for many other interesting processes, including the position-velocity PDMPs. In order to use large deviation results to study performance of such MCMC algorithms we must first overcome this obstacle and establish the relevant large deviations principles.
In [DL18] , Dupuis and Lipshutz consider large deviations of empirical measures of R d -valued drift-diffusions. Their Condition 2.2 corresponds to a type of stability criterion in terms of a Lyapunov function. A transitivity property similar to Condition (DV.2) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied due to the diffusive part, and they prove a different, explicit representation of the rate function, assuming only standard regularity conditions on the coefficients. In particular, this representation holds for non-reversible drift-diffusions.
The zig-zag process
In this section we will discuss very concisely the zig-zag process. As discussed in the introduction the zig-zag process is an example of a piecewise deterministic Markov process [Dav84] . As the name indicates, a piecewise deterministic Markov process is a Markov process with deterministic trajectories, in between event times at which the process makes a discontinuous change.
For the (one-dimensional) zig-zag process, the state space is either E = R × {±1} or E = T×{±1} and a typical state is denoted in this paper by (x, v) . Here x represents a position and v a velocity. Starting from (x, v) at time t = T 0 := 0, the dynamics of a Markov process (X t , V t ) are given, until the first (random) event time T 1 > 0, by
In other words, the position changes according to the constant velocity v, which itself does not change in between event times. The random time T 1 at which the first event happens is distributed according to
is the event rate, which is in the case of the zig-zag process also known as the switching rate, which we will discuss in more detail below. At an event time T the velocity changes sign and the position remains unchanged:
From the time T 1 onward, the process repeats the dynamics described above:
The switching rate λ : E → R is assumed to be continuous. If λ satisfies
for a continuously differentiable function U , then the measure π(dx, dv) = exp(−U (x)) dx ⊗ Unif ±1 (dv) is a stationary measure for (X t , V t ). An equivalent condition to (3) is that, for some continuous non-negative function
Here (max 0, vU ′ (x)) is called the canonical switching intensity, and γ is called the excess switching intensity or refreshment rate. We study the dependence of the empirical measure of the process (X t , V t ) on γ in Section 3.3. The zig-zag process can be extended in a natural way to a multi-dimensional process in R d × {±1} d ; see [BFR19, BRZ19] . Since we focus in this paper on properties of the one-dimensional process we will not discuss this extension here. The ergodic properties of the zig-zag process are essential in order to establish a large deviations theory for the empirical measure. Under mild conditions it can be shown that the zig-zag process is (exponentially) ergodic; see [BR17] for the one-dimensional case, and [BRZ19] for the multi-dimensional zig-zag process.
By [Dav93, Theorem 26 .14], the extended generator of the zig-zag process is given by
Large deviations for empirical measures of PDMPs
In this section we present our main results: we establish a large deviations principle for the empirical measure of a Markov process under fairly general assumptions which include in particular examples of position-velocity PDMPs such as the zig-zag process. After obtaining these general results we focus for concreteness on the zig-zag process, for which we verify the stated assumptions. We also give an explicit characterisation of the corresponding rate function, a necessary step towards using the LDP for analysing the performance and properties of approximations based on the zig-zag process. To streamline the presentation we split the analysis according to whether we consider a compact or non-compact state space E.
To facilitate the proof of the LDP for the empirical measures, we first formulate in Section 3.1 two more general large deviations results (compact and non-compact setting) for empirical measures arising from certain continous-time stochastic processes. We then show that the zig-zag process is a special case in this class of processes in Section 3.2. It is worth to emphasise that we do not aim for greatest generality in the large deviations results Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Rather, we settle for conditions that make the general conditions of Lemma 4.3 more transparent and concrete whilst still allowing us to prove the large deviations principle for the empirical measures of the zig-zag process.
Results in an abstract setting aimed at position-velocity PDMPs
Before we specialize to the zig-zag process, we consider the setting described in Section 2.1 to PDMPs: Y is a Markov process taking values in a locally compact complete separable metric space E, with associated semigroup S(t) and infinitesimal generator L. We also make use of the extended generator B; see [EK09] and Section 2.3. Typically, E = R d × S where R d is the state space for a position variable X t and S is a compact set that models the state space of the velocity variables V t . For the zig-zag process, S = {±1} d , and for the Bouncy Particle Sampler S can be taken to be the (d − 1)-dimensional unit sphere. Note that for d = 1 these two choices coincide.
The following are the assumptions we will impose in order to establish an LDP for the empirical measures of the process Y . Not all conditions are required at the same time: 
(A.4) There exist two non-negative functions g 1 , g 2 ∈ C(E; [0, ∞)) such that:
(a) For any ℓ ≥ 0, the sublevel-sets {g i ≤ ℓ} are compact and g i (y) → ∞ as |y| → ∞,
where P (t, y, dy ′ ) denotes the transition probabilities associated to Y t . As pointed out in Section 2.2, the processes we have in mind do not satisfy a transitivity condition similar to Condition (DV.2) of Theorem 2.1. In the compact setting this can be replaced by condition (A.3), which corresponds to a principal-eigenvalue problem for the operator L + V . In compact settings, such eigenvalue problems can usually be solved if the coefficients of the generator are regular enough. In Section 3.2 we show that this is the case for the zig-zag process taking values in the compact torus.
Conditions
In the non-compact setting, the eigenvalue problem (A.3) is replaced by conditions (A.4) and (A.5). Condition (A.4) is closely related to the stability conditions assumed in [DV76a] and [DL18] . Because e g1 is unbounded, formally we have to use the extended generator B instead of the infinitesimal generator L to formulate Condition (A.4)c. The same problem occurs in Condition 2.2 of [DL18] : for a diffusion process Y t in R d satisfying dY t = −Y t dt + dW t , the second-order differential operator
acting on C 2 (R d ) is well-defined and is equal to the infinitesimal generator L of the process when restricted to C 2 b (R d ). With g 1 (x) = δ|x| 2 /2, the function e −g1(x) Be g1 (x) goes to minus infinity for δ small enough. A second Lyapunov function is g 2 (x) = 1 + |x| 2 . In the context of the zig-zag process, since E is of the form E = R d × {±1} d , using continuous functions that grow to infinity when fixing the velocity variable is sufficient for obtaining compact level sets.
Condition (A.5) plays the role of a transitivity assumption in the non-compact case. While it is feasible to solve a principal-eigenvalue problem for a compact state space, this is much more difficult in the non-compact setting. It would require deriving not only the eigenvalue itself, but also the corresponding eigenfunction on a non-compact space, for which general existence results are not available. In this setting the transitivity condition (DV.2) of Theorem 2.1 is instead partly replaced by the mixing property (A.5). It is a slightly weakened version of Condition B.8 in [FK06] , in that it requires the transition probabilities to be comparable only for compactly supported initial conditions ν 1 , ν 2 ∈ P c (E). This weakening is crucial for the results in this paper, because the stronger condition fails to be true for the zig-zag process if for instance ν 1 = N (0, 1)⊗Unif ±1 and ν 2 = δ y . In that example, while the left-hand side of (5) is in this case positive for any Borel set A ⊆ E, the right-hand side can become zero. This is because the zig-zag process has finite speed propagation, so that for arbitrary T > 0, if dist(A, y) > T , then the probability of transitioning from y into A is zero. However for compactly supported measures the condition is satisfied. We verify the conditions of Theorem 3.2 for the zig-zag process in Section 3.2.
We are now ready to state the two general large deviations results of this paper, which in Section 3.2 will be used to derive the large deviations principle for the empirical measures of the zig-zag process. We start with the compact setting. . This is because the latter is a weaker condition sufficient for verifying the inequality (14), upon which the proof of the theorem hinges.
The next theorem gives the corresponding large deviations result for the non-compact setting; this is the result we use for proving the large deviations principle for the zig-zag process on R × {±1} (Theorem 3.4). 
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are given in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively.
The empirical measures of the zig-zag process
Having established the general large deviations results Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we now specialize to the zig-zag process. Throughout the section, Y t is used to denote the zig-zag process, Y t = (X t , V t ) with X t and V t as in Section 2.3. However the state space E will change as we split the large deviations statements for the empirical measures of Y into compact (torus) and non-compact (R) settings. Although 3.2 holds for arbitrary dimension d ≥ 1, for the zig-zag process we limit ourselves to verifying the conditions for the case d = 1. Extending these results to d > 1 is substantially more difficult and remains a topic of further research. While conditions (A.1), (A.2), (A.4) hold true, the main challenge is verifying (A.5).
We begin by considering the compact state space T × {±1}. In this case the infinitesemal generator L of the semigroup S(t) is has domain
and takes the form
with λ given by (4). The LDP for the empirical measures associated with Y and this state space is given in Theorem 3.3. We prove this result in Section 4.2.1 by verifying the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the large deviations principle for processes taking values in a compact state space. We now move to the setting of a non-compact state space. Specifically, we consider the zig-zag process Y t = (X t , V t ) taking values in R × {±1}. As before, L is the generator of this process, i.e. L :
is a densely defined linear operator, on the set of functions {f (·, ±1) ∈ C 1 b (R)} we have the representation
with λ(x, v) = max(0, vU ′ (x)) + γ(x). To prove the large deviations principle in this non-compact setting we need additional assumptions on the potential function U determining the jump rates.
Furthermore, we will assume that there exists a second potential V ∈ C 2 (R) such that:
In Section 4.2.2, we prove the following Theorem. 
Some comments on the additional assumptions (B.1) -(B.3) and (C.1) -(C.3) are in place. The condition U ∈ C 3 (R) is imposed to allow for an application of Theorem 4 of [BRZ19] , which is used to verify that (A.5) holds. The auxiliary potential V is used to find a second Lyapunov function for L that grows slower than U at infinity; roughly speaking, V behaves asymptotically in-between the potential U and its derivative U ′ as |x| grows. As an example, in the Gaussian case, U (x) = x 2 /2 satisfies Conditions (B.1) -(B.3), and for any 0 < κ < 1, the potential V (x) = |x| 1+κ /(1 + κ) satisfies (C.1) -(C.3). In general, any potential U growing at infinity as (1 + |x| 2 ) β/2 with β > 1 satisfies the conditions, with 0 < κ < 1 such that β − κ > 1 and auxiliary potential V (x) ∼ (1 + |x| 2 ) (β−κ)/2 .
Explicit expression for the rate function
In Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we establish the LDP for the empirical measures of the zig-zag process taking values in T × {±1} and R × {±1}, respectively. In those results the rate function is given on the variational form of the results by Donsker and Varadhan, see Section 2.2. This form follows from the more general large deviations results in Section 3.1 and are not specific to the zig-zag process. Here, we use the properties of the latter to derive a more explicit form of the rate function for the case E = T × {±1}, taking a first step towards using it as a tool for analysing the corresponding simulation algorithms.
We assume throughout that E = T × {±1} and the switching rate λ(x, v) satisfies λ(x, v) > 0 for all (x, v) ∈ E. This does not include the canonical rates λ(x, v) = max(0, vU ′ (x)) + ; however at the end of this section we present a formal expression for this case.
Define a reference measure ν 0 on E by ν 0 (dx, dv) = Leb(dx) ⊗ Unif ±1 (dv). The proofs of the following results are given in Section 4.3.
and ρ + , ρ − are strictly positive for all x ∈ T then the Donsker-Varadhan functional is given by
If ρ + ≥ 0 and ρ − ≥ 0 are constant, then
for some x ∈ T then I(µ) = ∞.
Note that if µ(dx, dv) = ρ(x, v)ν 0 (dx, dv) and dρ + dx = dρ − dx on T, then for some constant c ∈ R and a probability density function ρ on T we have ρ
A useful application of the rate function I(µ) is in estimating deviations of ergodic averages, which typically requires the computation of inf µ∈P I(µ) − E V dµ . If V does not depend on v, then by the following result we can safely assume c = 0 and thus restrict the minimization problem to minimization over probability densities on T. Then c → I(µ c ) is minimized at c = 0. Furthermore, for µ = µ 0 ,
We will specialize to the case in which ρ = ρ + = ρ − and use the representation ρ = exp(−W ), where W ∈ C 1 (T). We then find
Let
where γ > 0 is constant, so that λ ± satisfy (4) and hence the measure with ν 0 -density exp(−U (x)) is invariant. We call γ the excessive switching intensity or refreshment rate.
We can now investigate the dependence of the rate function I, through the expression (9), on γ. The derivative of the integrand of (9) with respect to γ can be computed to be
which is non-positive, and zero only if W ′ = λ + − λ − = U ′ (which can be seen by maximizing with respect to W ′ ). It follows that I(µ) is strictly decreasing as a function of γ (for µ not equal to the stationary measure). In other words, for a smaller refreshment rate γ, the rate function increases, so that the convergence of empirical averages to equilibrium is faster. Suppose that ν 0 ({x ∈ T : U ′ (x) = 0}) = 0, i.e. the set of points where the derivative of U vanishes is ν 0 -negligible. In the (formal) limit as γ ↓ 0 in (10), we obtain the following expression for I(µ):
4. Proofs
Proofs of the general large deviations Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
In this section we give the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, which are used to obtain the large deviations principle for the empirical measures of the zig-zag process. The case of a compact state space is treated in Section 4.1.1 and the non-compact case in Section 4.1.2. Before we embark on these proofs we outline the overall strategy; a more detailed description can be found in the book by Feng and Kurtz in [FK06] . Consider the empirical measure
With a change of variable s → ts in the integral we can express this as η t (·) = 1 0 δ Yst (·)ds, the empirical measure for the sped-up process (we can think of t > 1) Y t s = Y st over the time interval [0, 1]; in fact we will use t = n ∈ N + below. We can consider the empirical measure of this time-scaled process Y t on time intervals of lengths other than unity: for τ > 0 define η τ t as
This empirical measure is viewed as an element of L(E), the set of Borel measures on E ×[0, ∞) of the form dρ(x, s) = µ s (dx)ds, µ s ∈ P(E) (see Section 2.1). Any such ρ ∈ L(E) defines a continuous path t → ρ t = ρ(· × [0, t]) ∈ M f (E) and for t = 1 this is a probability measure. The strategy for proving the large deviations principle for {η t } is to first show that {η τ t } satisfies a large deviations principle in L(E). We can then use the fact that projections are continuous maps on L(E) (Lemma 4.2) and an application of the contraction principle to obtain the sought-after large deviations principle on P(E). This is summarised in the following proposition. 
Then η t satisfies a large deviations principle in P(E) with rate function I.
Proof. Because {η τ t } t>0 satisfies a large deviations principle on L(E) and the projection π 1 : L(E) → P(E) given by π 1 (ρ) = ρ 1 , is continuous (Lemma 4.2), by the contraction principle the sequence {η 1 t } t>0 satisfies a large deviation principle on P(E) with rate functionĨ : P(E) → [0, ∞] given bỹ
It remains to show thatĨ(ν) = I(ν) for every ν ∈ P(E). First, in the integral defining J (ρ), the integrand is always positive after time t = 1. It is therefore enough to consider only integrating to time t = 1 in the infimum, as we are free to chose the the form of ρ after that time. Thus, Lemma 4.2 (Projection is continuous). Let L(E) be the above space with the topology of weak convergence on bounded time intervals. Let P(E) be equipped with the weak topology. Then the projection π 1 : L(E) → P(E) defined by π 1 (ρ) := ρ 1 is a continuous map.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let ρ n → ρ in L(E). We need to prove that for any bounded and continuous function g on E, we have
and ϕ(u, s) = g(u) is continuous and bounded on E × [0, ∞), this is implied by ρ n → ρ.
Armed with Proposition 4.1, one way to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is to prove the large deviations principle for the empirical measures of the associated sped-up versions of underlying processes and apply the proposition. This is the approach we take and we rely on the following result from [FK06] for proving the large deviations principles on L(E). (FK.4) There is an index set Q and a family of subsets of E, {K q n ⊂ E : q ∈ Q}, such that for q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q, there exists q 3 ∈ Q withK q1 n ∪K q2 n ⊂K q3 n , and for every y ∈ E, there exists q ∈ Q such that lim n→∞ d(y,K q n ) = 0. Moreover, for each q ∈ Q, T > 0 and a > 0, there exists aq(q, a, T ) ∈ Q satisfying In addition, for each n and β ∈ (−∞, 1], lim t→0 S(t)ϕ β n − ϕ β n = 0.
(FK.5) There exists an upper semicontinuous function
(FK.6) For each a > 0 there exists compact K and q ∈ Q such that lim sup
(FK.7) Take C ⊂ C b (E) separating and define, with Ψ as in (FK.5),
Then {η τ n } n satisfies the large deviations principle in C E [0, ∞) with rate func-tionĴ
Ψdµ .
Proof of Theorem 3.1-compact state-space E
As outlined in the previous section, we can prove Theorem 3.1 by first verifying the conditions of Lemma 4.3 under the given assumptions and then apply Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, Conditions (FK.1)-(FK.3) follow from the assumption of Feller continuity (A.1) and tightness; see e.g. Remark 11.22 in [FK06] . Next, Conditions (FK.4) and (FK.5) always hold for compact E: take ϕ n ≡ 1, Ψ ≡ 0, Q = {q} (singleton), and K q n := E for every n ∈ N. For this choice both conditions are met-it is only for non-compact spaces E that these conditions become non-trivial (see the proof of Theorem 3.2). Condition (FK.6) is trivially true for compact E.
Remains to verify the inequality H β 1 ≤ H β 2 . Take d ≥ 1 and β ∈ C d . With the choice Ψ ≡ 0 the definitions of H β i : R d → R, i = 1, 2, become
We now show that the required inequality follows from Assumption (A.3), solvability of the principal eigenvalue problem. For any β ∈ C d and p ∈ R d , define the map V p (y) : E → R as
This is a continuous function on E and for every p there exists a function f p ∈ D + (L) and real eigenvalue λ p such that
It follows that, for any p ∈ R d , we have
which leads to the upper bound 
Proof of Theorem 3.2-non-compact state space E
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we prove large deviations of the family of measures {η τ t } t>0 introduced at the beginning of Section 4.1 by verifying the assumptions of Lemma 4.3. Proposition 4.1 then implies the large deviations principle of the empirical measures {η t } t>0 with the prescribed rate function. Whereas the conditions of Lemma 4.3 where straightforward to verify in the compact setting of Theorem 3.1, the non-compact case requires more work. Specifically, because we can no longer assume that there is a solution to the principal eigenvalue problem -such an assumption would not allow us to prove the large deviations principle for the zig-zag process -and the state space is no longer compact, (FK.4)-(FK.7) are more difficult to verify. A crucial component of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is an inequality that is connected to the necessary comparison principle. To streamline the proof we now state this inequality as a separate result.
For
Proposition 4.4. Take any V ∈ C b (E) and suppose (A.5) holds and that for any c ∈ R, the superlevel-set {Ψ ≥ c} is compact. Then
We first complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof amounts to showing that Conditions (FK.1)-(FK.7) of Lemma 4.3 hold. We start with the ones that are straightforward to obtain from the assumptions of the theorem. Conditions (FK.1)-(FK.3) follow from (A.1) and (A.2). For condition (FK.6) the existence of such a compact set follows immediately from the assumption that the initial value Y (0) belongs to a compact set K ⊆ E.
We now show that Conditions (FK.4) and (FK.5) follow from (A.4), the existence of Lyapunov functions g 1 and g 2 with certain growth properties. We start with (FK.4) and define the family of compact sets K q n ⊆ E by K q n = {y ∈ E : g 2 (y) ≤ qn}, q, n ∈ N For any q 1 , q 2 and with q 3 = max(q 1 , q 2 ), it then holds that K q1 n ∪ K q2 n ⊆ K q3 n , ∀n ∈ N.
Because g 2 (y) is finite for any y ∈ E, there exists q, N ∈ N such that n ≥ N implies that y ∈ K q n . In particular, dist(y, K q n ) = 0. For the last part of Condition (FK.4), take q ∈ N and T, a > 0. It remains to find aq such that lim sup
By Lemma 4.20 in [FK06] , for any open neighbourhood O of K q n ,
where the constants β q and γ(O) are given by 
The last part of Condition (FK.4) is now straightforward to obtain. First, takê q =q(q, a, T ) large enough that the right-hand side of the last display is bounded by −a: To show that condition (FK.5) is fulfilled we generalize the arguments used in Example 11.24 in [FK06] . The functions ϕ n are constructed from the Lyapunov functions g 1 and g 2 . First, define r n := sup g 1 (y) : y ∈ E, g 1 (y)g 2 (y) ≤ n 2 .
(16)
Then r n → ∞ and r n /n → 0 as n → ∞, since (A.4)b and the condition in the set imply r n n = g 1 (y n ) n ≤ g 1 (y n ) g 2 (y n ) → 0.
Furthermore, for each q there exists n q such that n ≥ n q implies K q n ⊆ {y : g 1 (y) ≤ r n } .
For a smooth, non-decreasing and concave function ρ : [0, ∞) → [0, 2] satisfying ρ(r) = r for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and ρ(r) = 2 for r ≥ 3, define the functions ϕ n by cutting off g 1 : ϕ n (y) := e rn ρ(e −rn e g1(y) ).
We have ϕ n = e g1 on the compact sets K q n . Setting Ψ = e −g1 Be g1 , we therefore obtain Lϕ n (y) ϕ n (y) = Ψ(y), y ∈ K q n , n ≥ n q .
The fact that r n /n → 0 as n → ∞ implies n −1 log ϕ n → 0 as n → ∞. For proving that sup n,y
it is sufficient to show that for any positive function u : E → (0, ∞) in the domain of B and for any y 0 ∈ E, we have
Then with u = e −rn e g1 and noting that Lϕ n = Bϕ n , by linearity we obtain Lϕ n ϕ n ≤ max (Be g1 , 0) e g1 , and the result follows since Ψ(y) = e −g1(y) (Be g1 ) (y) → −∞ as |y| → ∞. Hence we are left with verifying (18). If u(y 0 ) ∈ (3, ∞), then ρ(u)(y 0 ) is maximal. Hence by the positive maximum principle, Bρ(u)(y 0 ) ≤ 0, and the inequality follows. If u(y 0 ) ∈ (0, 3], then a 0 := ρ ′ (u(y 0 )) ∈ [0, 1], the region where ρ goes from slope one to slope zero. Consider the function f 0 := ρ(u) − a 0 u. Since g 0 (s) := ρ(s) − a 0 s is maximal for s 0 satisfying ρ ′ (s 0 ) = a 0 , we obtain that y 0 is an optimizer, that is f 0 (y 0 ) = sup y f (y). Furthermore, g 0 (s 0 ) ≥ 0, so by the positive maximum principle Bf 0 (y 0 ) ≤ 0. By linearity of B and since r ≤ max(r, 0), we obtain the inequality Bρ(u)(y 0 ) ≤ a 0 · max (Bu(y 0 ), 0). Hence
max(Bu(y 0 ), 0), using that 0 ≤ g 0 (s 0 ) = ρ(u)(y 0 ) − a 0 u(y 0 ). This finishes the verification of (18).
It remains to show that condition (FK.7) is fulfilled. However, this is precisely the conclusion of Proposition 4.4 -the function V (y) = β(y) · p where β is as in condition (vii) is an element of C b (E), and by (A.4)c, the function Ψ has compact superlevel-sets.
We have shown that under the assumptions of the theorem, all conditions of Lemma 4.3 are fulfilled. The large deviations principle for the empirical measures of the sped-up versions thus holds and Proposition 4.1 then gives the large deviations principle for the empirical measures {η t } associated with Y .
We are left with showing that the rate function I Ψ of Proposition 4.1 satisfies
Below, we prove that
Then inf
and hence the rate function is given by
To see that the functions ϕ n satisfy the limsup inequality, note that Ψ has compact super-level sets and Ψ(y) → −∞ as |y| → ∞. Since the compact sets K q n exhaust E in the sense that E = ∪ n K q n and K q n ⊆ K q n+1 , there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Pointwise, we have f = −Ψ + C = lim inf n f n . Therefore, by Fatou's lemma
and the required limsup inequality follows from reorganizing.
We now prove the important Proposition 4.4. The proof is essentially a combination of different arguments from Chapter 11 and Appendix B of [FK06] (see especially Lemmas 11.12, 11.37, B.9-B.11 for full details). We present the proof as to make the presentation self-contained and give a succinct derivation of the results for the setting considered in this paper. The main difference compared to the arguments in [FK06] is that we work with measures ν ∈ P c (E) rather than imposing the condition E Ψν > −∞, and we must verify that we can indeed modify the latter.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. The strategy is to find two constants, depending on V , c * V and c * * V such that c * V ≥ c * * V and
To achieve this we study the following quantity: for ν ∈ P c (E), define
It can be shown -see e.g. Lemma B.9 in [FK06] -that under (A.5), c V (ν) exists for each ν ∈ P c (E) and the necessary inequalities for H Ψ i can be derived for
Cleary c * V ≤ c * * V . However it can be shown, again using (A.5), that the two quantities are in fact equal, that c V (ν) is independent of ν on P c (E). If we can prove (19) this would then yield the claim.
We start with the upper bound
An argument similar to what will follow is also used in [DV75c] , in the proof of their Lemma 2. Because Ψ has compact superlevel-sets {Ψ ≥ c}, c ∈ R, and Ψ(y) → −∞ as y → ∞, it can be shown using the arguments of Lemma B.11 of [FK06] that
It therefore suffices to show that
For any finite collection of functions f 1 , . . . , f m in D ++ (L) and scalars α i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , m, α i = 1, we have Lh
where the convergence is uniform. We can select a sequence of functions {f i } from D ++ (L) such that for any µ ∈ P(E),
Specialising to these functions, for any m ∈ N and κ > 0 we have the upper bound
The functions V +Lf i /f i are bounded, but a priori there is no guarantee that the supremum is attained in a given compact set. However, because Ψ(y) → −∞ as y → ∞, for any m ∈ N and κ > 0, there exists a constant ℓ = ℓ(m, κ) > 0 such that the supremum is attained in the compact set K ℓ = {Ψ ≥ −ℓ}. Therefore, if we define K ℓ = {ν ∈ P(E) : ν(K ℓ ) = 1}, then
For any ℓ, we have K ℓ ⊆ P c (E), so that
For any m ∈ N, the set {α i : α i ≥ 0, m i=1 α i = 1} is compact and the infimum and supremum in the last display can be exchanged by Sion's Theorem. This yields
where we have used that inf αi α i x i = min i x i for non-negative x and f i ∈ D ++ (L). Taking the infimum over κ and the limit m → ∞,
The limit and supremum can be shown to commute similarly to the last part of the proof of Lemma 11.12 in [FK06] , leading to
This completes the proof of the upper bound for H Ψ 1 . Next, we move to the lower bound for H Ψ 2 . Take λ < c * V . We prove that for any ε > 0, we have H Ψ 2 ≥ λ − ε. To this end, we define the new semigroup
and take Γ to be the collection of functions f γ of the form
Then Γ ⊆ D ++ (L) and for any f ∈ Γ we have the uniform lower bound
Because Γ ⊆ D ++ (L), for any κ > 0 we have the lower bound
Due to the uniform lower bound (21) and the fact that Ψ(y) → −∞ as y → ∞, for any κ there exists an ℓ = ℓ(κ) such that the infimum over E is attained in the compact set K ℓ = {Ψ ≥ −ℓ}. Therefore,
Since lim sup t→∞ E e −λt T (t)1dν ε = ∞, the second term is positive for t large enough, giving the bound H Ψ 2 ≥ λ − ε. This completes the proof of the lower bound for H Ψ 2 , and thereby the lemma.
Large deviations proofs for the empirical measure of the zig-zag process
In this section, we prove the large deviations theorems for the empirical measures of the zig-zag process.
Proof of Theorem 3.3-compact case
For the proof of Theorem 3.3, recall that the zig-zag generator takes the form
It is enough to show that assumptions (A.1)-(A.3) hold for the zig-zag process on E, the result then follows form Theorem 3.1. We first verify that L is a closed operator that generates the zig-zag process. Note that L is a restriction of the extended generator (see Section 2.3). We verify that L is a closed operator. Let {f n } be a sequence in D(L) such that f n → f and Lf n → g, some f, g, both uniformly on E. Then
We can represent f n (x, v) as
and from the dominated convergence theorem we obtain that
In particular, f ∈ D(L), and Lf = g follows from taking derivative ∂ x and multiplying by v.
The Feller-continuity property (A.1) of the zig-zag semigroup S is proven in Proposition 4 of [BR17] . Since T is compact, this also follows from the boundedness of the continuous rates λ, see [Dav93, Theorem 27.6] .
It remains to verify assumption (A.3), the principal-eigenvalue problem. Take V ∈ C(E). We will show that for any constant γ > sup E V , as a map from C(E) to D(L) ⊆ C(E), the resolvent
is compact and strongly positive; here strongly positive means that if f ≥ 0 and f = 0, then R γ f > 0 on E. Given strong positivity and compactness, by the Krein-Rutman theorem there exists a strictly positive function g ∈ C(E) and a real eigenvalue β > 0 such that
The resolvent maps into the domain of L, so that g ∈ D(L). An application of γ − (V + L) in the eigenvalue equation gives
This is precisely (A.3) with function g and eigenvalue (γ − 1/β). We are left with verifying that the resolvents defined by (22) are strongly positive and compact. For strong positivity, because V is continuous on E, it is sufficient to prove strong positivity of (γ − L) −1 ; see [AGG + 86, Proposition C-III-3.3]. The resolvent (γ − L) −1 exists for any γ > 0, and is given by
The semigroup associated to the zig-zag process is irreducible in the following sense: for any f ∈ C(E) such that f ≥ 0 and f = 0,
Combined with (23) this implies strong positivity of (γ − L) −1 ; see [AGG + 86, Definition C-III-3.1].
For compactness of R γ , let A ⊆ C(E) be bounded. We show that the image B := R γ (A) ⊆ C(E) is bounded and equi-continuous. Compactness of the resolvent then follows from an application of the Arzel-Ascoli theorem. To show boundedness, by dissipativity of L we obtain, for any g ∈ B, 
By boundedness of the functions λ(x, v) and V on E and the sets A and B,
Hence functions in B have uniformly bounded derivatives, and as a consequence, B is equi-continuous. It follows that R γ in (22) is compact and strongly continuous. This finishes the verification of (A.3) and we have shown that assumptions (A.1)-(A.3) hold for the zig-zag process on the compact state space T×{±1}. An application of Theorem 3.1 then proves the claimed large deviations principle.
Proof of Theorem 3.4-non-compact case
For notational simplicity we take E = R×{±1}. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, the strategy is to verify the conditions of the more general large deviations result Theorem 3.2, which covers the non-compact setting. That is, it suffices to verify (A.1), (A.2), (A.4) and (A.5).
Condition (A.1), Feller-continuity of the Markov semigroup, is proven in Proposition 4 of [BR17] .
Next, we use Theorem 7.2 of [EK09] to verify (A.2). Define the metric d on E as
where the infimum is taken over finite partitions {t i } of [0, T ] such that min i |t i+1 − t i | > δ. Theorem 7.2 of [EK09] states that tightness of {P y : y ∈ K} is equivalent to the following two conditions:
(1) For any ε > 0 and rational t > 0, there exists a compact set K ε,t ⊆ E such that inf
(2) For any ε > 0 and T > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that
The spatial component X t of the zig-zag process propagates with finite speed. This implies that there exists a compact set K t ⊆ R such that if y ∈ K, then
For any ε > 0 and t > 0, taking K ε,t = K t × {±1} gives (1).
For part (2), let ε > 0 and T > 0. For any realization Y (ω) of the zig-zag process on the time interval [0, T ], if the sojourn times τ i satisfy min i τ i > 2δ, then w ′ (Y (ω), δ, T ) ≤ 2δ. In particular, for δ small enough, w ′ (Y (ω), δ, T ) < ε. The probability of having at least one sojourn time that is less than 2δ can be estimated uniformly over starting points y ∈ K. Let K(T ) denote the set of points that the zig-zag can reach in the time interval [0, T ] when starting in the set K and set λ K = sup y∈K(T ) λ(y), a uniform upper bound on the jump rates λ(x, v). An estimate for the probability of at least one sojourn time that is less than 2δ is then given by
For any y ∈ K we obtain the bound
It follows that, as δ → 0,
and (2) follows from taking δ small enough that 1 − e −λK 2δ < ǫ.
We now move to verifying Condition (A.4), by explicitly defining two Lyapunov functions g 1 , g 2 : E → R satisfying the condition. For brevity, we carry out the calculations for the case of γ(x) ≡ 0 in the switching rate λ (see (4)). Then we can use the following functions: for α 1 , α 2 ∈ (0, 1) and β > 0, let
For non-constant γ that is uniformly bounded by someγ, the following functions can instead be used:
where φ(s) = β 1 2 sign(s) log(γ + |s|) and β ∈ (0, 1). For example, for the choice β = 1/2 calculations analogous to the ones below hold.
We now return to the case γ ≡ 0 and take g 1 , g 2 accordingly. Without loss of generality we can assume g 1 , g 2 ≥ 0: we can take β small enough and if necessary add a constant to ensure that this holds. We show that for suitable α i small enough, the functions g 1 , g 2 satisfy (A.4).
By (C.1), V (x) → ∞, and by (C.2), U ′ (x)/V (x) → 0. It follows that g 1 grows to infinity as |x| → ∞. Moreover, g 2 grows to infinity by the assumption (B.1) on U ; since g 1 and g 2 are continuous, this settles part (a) of (A.4).
Part (b) of (A.4) requires that that g 2 grows faster than g 1 at infinity. This follows from Assumption (C.2) on the potentials U and V : both dominate the derivative U ′ , and U grows faster than V .
To show that (A.4) holds for the zig-zag process, we show that both g 1 and g 2 satisfy
Then since e −gi(x,v) (Be gi )(x, v) is continuous, the compactness of superlevel-sets follows. By the definition of g 1 , g 2 and the extended generator B,
We first verify the condition for g 2 . For v = +1, we have
For v = −1, the argument is analogous and we omit the details; this concludes the treatment of g 2 .
We now consider g 1 . For v = +1,
In the limit x → +∞, U ′ (x) → +∞ and V ′ (x)/U ′ (x) → 0 by (C.2). It follows that
For x → −∞, similar to the computations for g 2 , 1) . The case v = −1 can be handled using similar arguments. The preceding computations conclude the verification of Condition (A.4). We are left with verifying the mixing property (A.5).
Let ν 1 , ν 2 ∈ P c (E). Then there exists a compact set K ⊆ E with ν 1 (K) = ν 2 (K) = 1. To show that (A.5) holds, we must find T, M > 0 and ρ 1 , ρ 2 ∈ P([0, T ]) such that for all A ∈ B(E),
By Fubini's theorem, it is sufficient to prove that for any points y 1 ∈ supp(ν 1 ) and y 2 ∈ supp(ν 2 ),
with ρ 1 , ρ 2 , T, M independent of y 1 , y 2 . To that end, let K ⊆ E be a compact set containing the support of both ν 1 and ν 2 . Without loss of generality, we can take K of the form K R × {±1}, where K R is a closed interval. For t 1 > 0, let K(t 1 ) be the set of points that the zig-zag process with speed one can reach in the time interval [0, t 1 ] when starting in K:
K(t 1 ) = {y ∈ E : dist E (y, K) ≤ t 1 } .
We prove the inequality (24) for arbitrary points y 1 , y 2 ∈ K, using the following two steps; in what follows we set µ = Leb ⊗ Unif ±1 .
(i) For any t 1 > 0 and with ρ 1 the uniform distribution over [0, t 1 ], there is a positive constant C K,t1 depending only on K and t 1 such that for any T > t 1 , we have T 0 P (t, y 1 , A) dρ 1 (t) ≤ C K,t1 · µ (A ∩ K(t 1 )) , for all A ∈ B(E), with µ as the reference measure on B(E). (ii) There exist positive constants T > 0 and C ′ K,T such that with ρ 2 the uniform distribution over [0, T ], we have T 0 P (t, y 2 , A) dρ 2 (t) ≥ C ′ K,T · µ (A ∩ K(t 1 )) , for all A ∈ B(E).
Suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Then the estimate (24) also holds, with M = C K,t1 /C ′ K,T , some t 1 < T .
To verify (i), note that the measure µ y1 (A) = T 0 P (t, y 1 , A) dρ 1 (t) is absolutely continuous with respect to µ = Leb ⊗ Unif ±1 and its density is uniformly bounded in K. Now (i) follows since P (t, K, A) = 0 whenever A ∩ K(t 1 ) = ∅ and t ≤ t 1 .
Next, we use Lemma 8 of [BRZ19] to show (ii). To that end, recall that a tuple (y, y ′ ) in E × E is called reachable if there exists an admissible path from y to y ′ . By Theorem 4 of [BRZ19] , any two points are reachable as long as the potential U has at least one non-degenerate local minimum (which is trivially satisfied on R under our assumptions) and satisfies U ∈ C 3 (R).
By Lemma 8 in [BRZ19] , for any two points y a = (x a , v a ) and y b = (x b , v b ) in E, there are open neighborhoods U ya of x a and U y b of x b , a time interval (t 0 , t 0 + ε] and a constant c > 0 such that for all x ′ a ∈ U ya and t ∈ (t 0 , t 0 + ε],
, for all A R ∈ B(R). The spatial part of K × K(t 1 ) can be covered by open squares associated to all pairs of start and final points y a and y b , with y a ∈ K and y b ∈ K(t 1 ), as 
Thereby, the set K × K(t 1 ) ⊆ E × E is covered as
Hence for each z = (x, v) ∈ K, there are finitely many open sets U y i b covering K(t 1 ) R , with corresponding constants c i , t i , ε i such that for all t ∈ (t i , t i + ε i ],
For any A = A R × A ± ∈ B(E), write
Then with T > 0 large enough for all intervals (t i , t i + ε i ] to be contained in [0, T ], taking ρ 2 = Unif([0, T ]), for any z ∈ K it holds that In each time interval (t i , t i + ε i ], at least one transition probability is bounded from below as in (25), while the other one can be bounded from below by zero. Thereby,
where the last inequality follows from K(t 1 ) being covered by the U y i b × {±1}. Hence (ii) follows with C ′ K,T = min i (ε i c i )/T . This finishes the verification of Condition (A.5), and thereby the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Derivation of the explicit form of the rate function
Here we prove the results described in Section 3.3. Recall that the state space is now taken as E = T × {±1}.
Suppose µ is absolutely continuous with respect to ν 0 and write dµ dν0 (x, v) = ρ(x, v) for the Radon-Nikodym density of µ with respect to ν 0 , where ρ is assumed to be absolutely continuous. Define a mapping H : D + (L) → R by
We compute
Lemma 4.5. Suppose ρ ∈ C(E) is absolutely continuous and satisfies
Then inf u∈D + (L) H(u) = −∞. We see that only the ratio u + /u − determines the value of H(u). To any choice of u ∈ D + (L) we may associate η = log u + − log u − ∈ C 1 (T), and correspondingly, to any η ∈ C 1 (T) we can associate u ∈ D + (L) by letting u + (x) = exp( 1 2 η(x)), u − (x) = exp(− 1 2 η(x)), x ∈ T.
By the continuous dependence of H on η, and the fact that C 1 (T) is dense in C(T), we obtain the stated representation of I(µ).
Lemma 4.7. Suppose ρ ∈ C 1 (E) and dρ + dx = dρ − dx for all x ∈ T. Furthermore suppose λ − λ + ρ − ρ + > 0 on T, and λ ± are continuous. Then I is given by (7).
Proof. Differentiating the integrand in (28) pointwise with respect to η gives the first order condition −ρ ′ − λ + ρ + exp(−η) + λ − ρ − exp(η) = 0, which is solved uniquely by η = 1 2 log
as long as λ − λ + ρ − ρ + = 0. Furthermore η ∈ C(T) by the conditions on λ and ρ. The second order derivative with respect to η is given by
which shows that the critical value of η corresponds to a pointwise global minimum of the integrand.
